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Abstract
The development of embedded systems technology has changed the history of automotive
world, bringing new devices including modern access vehicle’s control. In these systems’
recent history, industry has introduced the concept of Passive Access or Passive Entry
(PASE) system, allowing the user to control vehicle’s doors opening and closing without
the need for pressing any button. These systems are based on radio frequency devices with
exchange of encrypted information with the Remote control Key (RKE), which assures
user’s authentication. In spite of the comfort provided by this technology, there is the
possibility of attacks against PASE and RKE authentication, exploring access security
flaws, thus requiring constant research and development and improvement on these de-
vices. This work proposes Face Recognition (FR) for user authentication integrated with
PASE under unconstrained environments and illumination variation. The methodology
was based on Design Science Research to support a FR framework implementation with
the objective of evaluating system performance with Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC) curves. A vehicle prototype already mounted with PASE system will integrate
FR algorithms instantiations as artifacts: Eingenfaces, 2DFLD and Viola-Jones detector,
supported by Near Infrared Cameras (NIR). The results will be evaluated regarding com-
putational cost (memory and processing time) of selected Face Recognition algorithms
authentication. These results will be compared with available integrative capacity of au-
tomotive embedded devices.
Key-words: Vehicle Security Systems. Passive Entry Systems. Smart Devices. Face re-
cognition. Eigenfaces. 2DFLD. Viola Jones. Near Infrared Cameras. NIR.

Resumo
A Evolução da tecnologia de sistemas embarcados mudou a história do mundo automotivo,
trazendo novos dispositivos de autenticação e controle de acesso veicular. Recentemente
na história destes sistemas, a indústria introduziu o conceito de acesso passivo ou Passive-
Entry (PASE), permitindo ao usuário o controle de abertura e fechamento das portas do
veículo sem a necessidade de apertar nenhum botão. Estes sistemas são baseados em dis-
positivos de radiofrequência e troca de informações criptografadas com o Remote control
Key (RKE), que garante a autenticação do usuário. Apesar do conforto proporcionado
por esta tecnologia, existe a possibilidade de ataques ao PASE e à autenticação do RKE,
explorando fraquezas do sistema de acesso, exigindo assim constante pesquisa e evolução
destes dispositivos. Este trabalho propõe utilizar o Reconhecimento Facial (FR) como
forma de autenticação do usuário integrado ao PASE em ambientes incontidos e varia-
ção de iluminação. A metodologia utilizada é em Design Science Research que suporta
a implementação do processo de FR com o objetivo de avaliar o desempenho do sistema
na curva Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC). Um veículo protótipo com o sistema
PASE irá integrar as instâncias dos algoritmos de FR como artefatos: Eingenfaces, 2DFLD
e o detector Viola-Jones, suportados por um câmera infravermelho (NIR). Os resultados
serão avaliados em relação ao custo computacional (memória e tempo de processamento)
dos algorítimos de autenticação FR selecionados. Estes resultados serão comparados com
a capacidade atual de integração de dispositivos embarcados automotivos.
Palavras-chaves: Vehicle Security Systems. Passive Entry Systems. Smart Devices. Face
recognition. Eigenfaces. 2DFLD. Face Detection. Viola Jones. Near Infrared Cameras.
NIR.
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1 Introduction
Vehicle access security system has started with a simple key and a door lock. The
constant development of access control technologies has brought various implementations
throughout these years and, more recently, implementation of Access systems without
user’s intervention to unlock the door. These systems are characterized as passive and
in the automotive literature they are classified as Passive Entry Systems (PASE). PASE
counts on the presence of a Remote Control Key (RKE), but the activation is no longer
necessary. A vehicle equipped with this access system is capable of recognizing user’s
key via antennas installed in its interior and authenticating the user from exchanging of
encrypted data between PASE and RKE, thus facilitating the owner’s life, as it is only
necessary to pull door handle to open it (SCHMITZ, 2000).
Figure 1 – Introduction - Automotive passive entry operation
Source: ATMEL1
Like every access system, PASE is also subject to cyber attacks as objects such
as RKE, which can be read via remote antennas. As stated by Francillon, Danev and
Capkun (2011) "there are ways of reducing the attacks or at least resist to them". In spite
of this, attacks keep being deployed against such devices.
This work contributes to PASE security system, with a focus on user’s authen-
tication. Out of the automotive world there are access control and user authentication
devices in several types of applications, such as RFID and biometric devices.
In the specific case of biometry, facial recognition seems to be a more promising
and adequate to automotive applications. According to (CHEN; ZHANG, 2010) "face
recognition has several advantages over other biometric modalities. Besides being natural
1 Available on www.atmel.com
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and non intrusive, the most important advantage of face is that can be captured at
distance and in a covert manner" and demonstrates high compatibility to vehicle security
and access control systems. These advantages combined with PASE system can eliminate
the aspect of cloning and reduce cyber attacks.
The advent of low cost computers capable of integrating biometry algorithms is
directly related to the increase in demand for security applications that can adhere to low
complexity computer systems without jeopardizing quality (MAYANK; MUKHOPAD-
HYAY, 2012). This can make feasible the combination of face recognition system to PASE,
preserving a non intrusive feature and serving as validation and user authentication device.
There are various factors related to biometric face recognition system that need
to be studied under the light of automotive application. Mainly related with extrinsic
factors, according to (LI; JAIN, 2011) "the illumination, glasses, make up and hair are
irrelevant and their influences must be minimized, whereas the variation of illumination
must be the greatest challenge and deserves the main focus".
Although there are various challenges to be addressed, this work aims to cover face
recognition techniques and illumination. The other influences will be addressed in future
studies.
Face Recognition (FR) framework is composed by various process stages. Begin-
ning with Face Detection (FD), consisting in finding a face in a given image or video.
And then its normalization, which means face image separation, illumination correction
and alignment, and finally the most important and complex part of the process - Face
Recognition - which performs an association of an identity with a detected face within a
face database (LI; JAIN, 2011).
This work addresses face recognition system performance and its entire process,
within automotive electronic devices that will require a resistance to an aggressive envi-
ronment in which vehicles are exposed throughout their mission profile.
1.1 Research Problem
Face recognition has been studied in several knowledge areas and their applica-
tions, but little has been studied about the interaction of passive vehicle access system
(PASE) with face recognition systems (FR). This research intends to answer the following
question: How is the performance of a passive entry system operating with a
face recognition user authentication?
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1.2 Research Objective
1.2.1 General Objective
To evaluate the performance of face recognition systems in real time and its inte-
gration to passive vehicle access system.
1.2.2 Specific objectives
∙ OBJ1: To evaluate face recognition performance during the vehicle mission profile
using a prototype to instantiate FR algorithms;
∙ OBJ2: To perform test cases for utilization of face recognition system;
∙ OBJ3: To evaluate the influence of illumination as an extrinsic factor and a com-
parative of illumination control techniques in an unconstrained environment;
∙ OBJ4: To evaluate the performance of different cameras under various utilization
scenarios;
∙ OBJ5: To evaluate face recognition system as related to the response time;
∙ OBJ6: To evaluate false positives on face recognition system.
1.3 Motivation
Insurance market
According to Syndicate of Insurance Companies in São Paulo (SindSegSP), in
2014 were paid R$32 Million in liquid insurance premium for automobile accidents, which
represents half of the insurance market in Brazil. From this value in premiums, 50% only
for vehicles thefts2. In accordance with the data from Secretaria de Segurança Pública
do Estado de São Paulo (Public Safety Secretariat of São Paulo), in 2014 were stolen, in
average, 8000 vehicles per month3, in spite of public policies and general efforts by society,
car makers and suppliers, one does not see a reduction of these facts.
There is not a precise statistics regarding the influence of each vehicle access
system in the total thefts composition. But unfortunately, despite the numbers seem to
be alarming, there is no option other than improving vehicle’s security systems. In this
work the proposed solution may significantly increase system security eliminating some
of the most vulnerable components as, for example: the mechanical portion of the doors
2 http://www.sindsegsp.org.br/site/informacoes-setor-estatisticas.aspx - Feb/2015
3 http://www.ssp.sp.gov.br/novaestatistica/mapas.aspx - Feb/2015
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blocking actuators, antennas and a key element - the Remote Control Key (RKE) - which
is subject of various attacks latter described in related works.
Keys cloning
The practice of copying car keys – quite common in Brazilian market and harmless
at first sight is, probably, part of the most complex and out of control scheme ever faced
in industry history. The practice of copying car keys either due to loss or theft in environ-
ments out of the car maker’s control – undergoes access security information, codes and
cyphers and could represent a serious security flaw.
The question is that the access to communication protocols and encrypted algo-
rithms is in a certain way restricted to within car maker’s environment. Then, there are
only two ways to access this information: via reverse engineering ou via direct access to
the supplier’s or car maker’s technical specifications.
There are many Brazilian companies specialized in reverse engineering. The main
purpose of such company is to provide after sales diagnostic tools. It’s a profitable market
and those tools are an integral aspect to mechanical work, once there is no way to execute
any maintenance without electronic tools, which provide access for diagnostic trouble
codes from electronic embedded units present on modern cars. Unfortunately this includes
keys, and their codes.
Key codes and tech specifications are part of how suppliers and car makers build
their cryptography algorithms and maintain vehicle data. It’s vital to keep those infor-
mation out of sight. However security flaws, leveraged by social hacking used to steal car
makers’ confidential data as well as reverse-engineering has become an important tool to
get codes and algorithms, feeding information to the black market.
Reverse engineering and its tools can provide access to vehicles network. In more
detailed view, those tools need to be granted by the vehicle main controllers. Once inside
it is impossible to identify whether an official diagnostic tool are working or a hacked one.
That breach enables hacking, memory dumping and even reprogram key codes from the
scratch. Ultimately we can think about hacking safety electronic units may cause harmful
effects depending on which controller has been accessed (e.g. airbags or engine control
units).
Most of dealers tools operate by eliminating lost keys and its codes from security
immobilizer systems, such technique prevents direct memory access to critical areas, while
unofficial tools were designed to copy keys instead of eliminating them. Some vehicles are
much more simpler to access car keys memory instead of vehicle network. However, one
important fact about copying is related to how many copies an unofficial tool can provide
without any notice, which means a client will never know how many copies of a key were
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made, representing a serious breach.
It is possible to eliminate this cloning practice by substituting encrypted algorithms
for Face recognition to grant vehicle access. Face recognition can provide a different per-
spective on such paradigm. There is no need to copy lost keys and dealer visits, preventing
security flaws just because RKE no longer exists in this scenario and with it the rigorous
control of the encrypted algorithms.
Comfort
It is important to remember the differentiated experience and the relationship
of an user and his vehicle. The society searches for more connected cars and that may
facilitate work and the way we interact with objects. Differentiated experiences are being
developed in various ways so as to cover this mission, such as the vehicle being connected
to phones via NFC (STEFFEN et al., 2010) and RFID (OGUMA et al., 2011). These
works relate the user experience with the vehicle via some object, such as cell phones, not
privileging a natural relationship way, always falling on two or more objects.
By using biometry we would be able to provide a more direct interface between
owner and his vehicle, eliminating the worries about losing a key and increasing the
availability of Access system, because as compared to the traditional PASE, the user
must always remember to bring the key.
Although there is not a statistic about loss of keys, another factor that must be
considered is the replacement cost of the same RKE, which could be eliminated with a
hybrid system; in accordance with Globo publisher in Autoesporte magazine the key cost
reaches in average 1% of car value 4.
Car Maker
For the car maker, there are various factors to be considered: assembling costs,
logistic, acquisition and information security. As for the first, the acquisition cost of key
object, antennas and assembly tools can easily reach 2% of vehicle production cost, besides
the logistics, control of imported and local material, assembly costs, production informa-
tion systems maintenance, data storage and keys cyphers (in case of a replacement). The
use of a biometric system could entirely eliminate this direct cost (applied to the vehicle),
manufacturing costs, assembly and information systems ownership costs that assure the
operation, leaving the vehicle just with necessary backup system in case of FR system
failure.
PASE system integrated with FR turns out information security less complex,
as products specifications become merely a biometric recognition, not needing security
4 http://revistaautoesporte.globo.com/Autoesporte/0, 6993, EAD543629-1696, 00.html - Nov/2012
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schemes to keep the keys information inside car maker’s database.
There are also other-less visible advantages and that are related to system’s energy
efficiency, electromagnetic pollution, weight. Therefore quite interesting for car maker’s
design.
Side effects
At last, other effects – although not being part of the scope of this work - that
may be the object of researches in the future. Once electric architecture operates in a
distributed way, the presence of a face recognition system may contribute to the mission
of other systems inside vehicle, providing support to functions that need cameras, as it
is the case of researches on the Autonomous drive and processing requirements on 3D
images for decisions making (FRANKE et al., 1998).
Other research fields regarding the conductor’s behavior may be benefited from
the presence of cameras, such as Real-Time Eye blink detection checking the conductor’s
tiredness via eyelids movement, warning that it is time to stop the vehicle and take a rest
(LALONDE et al., 2007).
1.4 Adherence to the Graduate Course on Information Systems and
Knowledge Management
Inside FUMEC’s postgraduation program on Information Systems and Knowledge
Management and interdisciplinary research lines, the project is organized in research line of
Information Technology in the concentration area of Information systems and knowledge
management.
The research proposes a study on expert systems focusing digital and signal images
processing and the integration with other vehicle electronic systems. The interdisciplinary
characteristics of the solution construction process is intrinsic to the proposed problem,
as it deals with various knowledge areas: expert systems, man-machine interface, Software
Engineering and embedded electronics devices.
"Interdisciplinary research and education are inspired by the drive to solve
complex questions and problems, whether generated by scientific curiosity or
by society, and lead researchers in different disciplines to meet at the inter-
faces and frontiers of those disciplines and even to cross frontiers to form new
disciplines."
-(FACILITATING. . . , 2004, Chapter.1)
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In addition to the interdisciplinary characteristic, there is also a collaborative
component of Design and a disciplinarity coordination, exposed by Haiqiang and Guojin
(2011), leading to the way in which part of the solution must be lead.
1.5 Document Structure
Chapter 2 presents the Systematic Literature Review with the most relevant works
of two constructs of interest: Face Recognition and Passive Vehicle Access Systems.
Chapter 3 presents the related work to the research which collaborates to evidence
features and possible ways for the problem solution.
Chapter 4 presents the methodology and procedures that will be followed for this
research, design as an artifact, elaboration of a proof-of-concept prototype, data collection
and evaluation.
The last chapters present the outcomes, conclusions and final comments.
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2 Systematic Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
Observing technology advance in embedded electronic devices and the development
of biometric research encourage the use of this technology in face recognition access control
applications.
Passive vehicle access system may benefit from the biometry technology. In their
majority automotive systems are applications that require a quite high confidence degree
and little tolerance to failures and errors. Due to this it is important to understand the
development of face recognition system, algorithms and also the performance.
Therefore this review must cover two constructs: Face Recognition and Passive
Vehicle Access.
For the mapping of related works, it was adapted the technique of Systematic
Literature Review described by Petersen et al. (2008), in Software Engineering and, in a
broader way, in the construction of research questions and protocol by Keele (2007).
Systematic Revision Objective
The need to know the attacks to passive vehicle access systems and a possible inte-
gration with face recognition systems are the objective of this review, and also applications
availability, performance, best practices and necessary requirements for an embedded ap-
plication in vehicle systems. With this research guidance, we can then plan a solution for
the problem placed and support the research objectives.
2.2 Systematic Literature Review Protocol
2.2.1 Research Questions
The research questions attempt to keep a relationship with the general and specific
objectives of this work, trying to provide an understanding of the context of the vehicle
access system applications, face recognition systems and the relationship between both of
them.
Table 1 shows the research questions and at a later moment the purpose of each
one, a relationship with the objectives and a first classifications of the questions using the
PICO criteria (PETTICREW; ROBERTS, 2008).
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Identification Question
RQ1 Which are the facial recognition applications existing in
passive vehicle access systems?
RQ2 Which are the facial recognition techniques more appro-
priate for access control and authentication systems?
RQ3 How is the influence of illumination upon these tech-
niques and the possible solutions?
RQ4 Which are the possible attacks against vehicle access
system?
Table 1 – Systematic Literature Review - Research Questions
Question RQ1
The question searches for previously implemented methods and algorithms that
provides a current state of the art regarding face recognition applied to the vehicle. And,
also, directions for face recognition algorithms.
Related to: General Objective and OBJ1 to OBJ6
Metadata: face recognition AND automotive
(P)opulation: SW OR application OR product
(I)ntervetion: Tool OR Technology
(C)omparison: NA
(O)utcome: comparison OR reliability OR performance OR application OR product
Question RQ2
The question attempts to explore what is available on face recognition in survey
articles and a better guide that leads the work for a possible classification of algorithms
originated from authentication systems that use face recognition as an entry method.
In a certain way the question is related to the previous one, except for a broader
view, disregarding automotive world and trying to understand what is available in face
recognition, using the interdisciplinarity to new algorithms that support more efficient
solutions, mainly as to response time (OBJ5) and false positives (OBJ6).
Another objective, related to question RQ2, is the mapping (bubble map) of FR
methods that point out to the general objective. Defining in a more objective manner
other related papers that may contribute to the problem solution.
Related to: General Objective, OBJ5 and OBJ6
Metadata: face recognition AND survey
(P)opulation: method OR algorithm OR authentication OR identification
(I)ntervetion: NA
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(C)omparison: SW OR algorithm OR methodology
(O)utcome: SW OR comparison OR reliability OR performance
Question RQ3
There are various questions that must be dealt regarding face recognition, as un-
constrained environment; that is, out of the control standards and we could mention,
among others, illumination, pose and quantity of users. These questions also called con-
tour questions, must be totally addressed for the creation of a robust solution. As for the
case of this work, we have opted to deal with illumination theme with more relevance,
driving the way question RQ3 will be conducted.
Related to: OBJ3
Metadata: face recognition AND illumination
(P)opulation: ALL
(I)ntervetion: NA
(C)omparison: camera OR FERET OR error rate
(O)utcome: algorithm OR method OR HW OR performance
Question RQ4
Attacks against passive vehicle access system issue, supports the motivation of this
research and also addresses what must be improved within the system as a whole. The
study shall provide the system fragilities and components that are more prone to attacks
and will give a direction as to how face recognition system must aggregate in an attempt
to reduce the general vulnerability of the vehicle access without loss of reliability.
Related to: OBJ1
Metadata: PASE OR passive entry
(P)opulation: ALL
(I)ntervetion: attack OR access control
(C)omparison: NA
(O)utcome: ALL
2.2.2 Research Strategy
Search Strings
For the search string it was used the setting of Metadata together with PICO
criteria gathered via the AND logic connector. However search strings represented in such
way, some adaptations for each Search Engine were needed.
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Question Search string
RQ1 (face recognition AND automotive) AND (SW OR ap-
plication OR product) AND (Tool OR Technology)
AND (comparison OR reliability OR performance OR
application OR product)
RQ2 (face recognition AND survey) AND (method OR algo-
rithm OR authentication OR identification) AND (SW
OR comparison OR reliability OR performance)
RQ3 (face recognition AND illumination) AND (camera OR
FERET OR error rate)
RQ4 (PASE OR passive entry) AND (attack OR access con-
trol)
Table 2 – Systematic Literature Review - Search Strings
Databases Retrieval
The digital databases used: IEEE Xplore, Science Direct, ACM Digital Library,
Google Scholar.
2.2.3 Selection criteria
The following selection criteria have been defined to tilter irrelevant articles:
Inclusion criteria:
∙ Publications between 2010 and 2015, with the objective of extracting more recent
papers;
∙ Abstracts that explicitly mention the relationship between face and automotive
recognition;
∙ Abstract which reveals potential automotive application or embedded software;
∙ The question of illumination was treated in an efficient manner with the solution
and validation proposition;
Exclusion criteria:
∙ Articles prior to year 2010, except papers related to the automotive application;
∙ Publications that are out of the face recognition context;
∙ Articles that contain results below 90% of success in face recognition;
∙ Researches dealing with 3D or 4D neural nets, except those dealing with
illumination;
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∙ Abstracts not having as a result research dealing with concepts solution or
validation;
∙ Duplicated articles and also returned by Google Scholar which belongs to previous
Digital databases;
∙ Dissertations, editorials, prefaces, interviews, correspondences, discussions,
comments, letters, workshops, panels;
2.2.4 Screening of papers
With the search strings RQ1..RQ5 were retrieved articles from digital libraries
according to table 3.
Database Search string Articles retrieved
IEEE Xplore RQ1 68
Science Direct RQ1 83
ACM Digital library RQ1 109
Google Scholar RQ1 164
IEEE Xplore RQ2 121
Science Direct RQ2 5
ACM Digital library RQ2 11
Google Scholar RQ2 347
IEEE Xplore RQ3 164
Science Direct RQ3 133
ACM Digital library RQ3 84
Google Scholar RQ3 228
IEEE Xplore RQ4 11
Science Direct RQ4 24
ACM Digital Library RQ4 4
Google Scholar RQ4 53
Table 3 – Systematic Literature Review - Search Results from stage 1
A total of 1609 articles were retrieved in accordance with the search criteria. At
a second stage with the objective of removing the duplications due to multiple research
databases, at a third stage eliminating the articles by the titles and at a fourth stage per
abstracts; these last two not being correlated with the research objectives. See table 4.
2.2.5 Data Extraction
For data extraction it was used the method of systematic mapping proposed by
Petersen et al. (2008), structured in two stages classification. The first stage called Key-
wording, were identified keywords and concepts that reflect the contribution of the article
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Research
Question
Stage 1:
Search
Restults
Stage 2: Re-
move Dupli-
cates
Stage 3: Filter
by Title
Stage 4: Filter
by Abstract
RQ1 424 333 68 23
RQ2 484 439 117 51
RQ3 609 506 358 146
RQ4 92 81 26 15
TOTAL 1609 1359 569 235
Table 4 – Systematic Literature Review - Search Results before selection criteria
and a later recombination of the keywords, developing a high level understanding about
the article’s nature and contribution. At a second stage it was used the research classifi-
cation proposed by Wieringa et al. (2006) summarized in table 5.
Category Description
Validation Research Techniques investigated are novel and have not yet been imple-
mented in practice. Techniques used are for example experiments,
i.e., work done in the lab.
Evaluation Research Techniques are implemented in practice and an evaluation of the
technique is conducted. That means, it is shown how the technique
is implemented in practice (solution implementation) and what are
the consequences of the implementation in terms of benefits and
drawbacks (implementation evaluation). This also includes to iden-
tify problems in industry
Solution Proposal A solution for a problem is proposed, the solution can be either
novel or a significant extension of an existing technique. The po-
tential benefits and the applicability of the solution is shown by a
small example or a good line of argumentation.
Philosophical Papers These papers sketch a new way of looking at existing things by
structuring the field in form of a taxonomy or conceptual frame-
work.
Opinion Papers These papers express the personal opinion of somebody whether a
certain technique is good or bad, or how things should been done.
They do not rely on related work and research methodologies.
Experience Papers Experience papers explain on what and how something has been
done in practice. It has to be the personal experience of the author.
Table 5 – Systematic Literature Review - Mapping - Research Category
Author: Wieringa et al. (2006)
2.2.6 Classification
The high level classification was a result of the extraction process and Keywording,
verification and updating of the classification scheme at each interaction according to
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figure 2.
Classification facets coinciding with questions RQ1..RQ4 were chosen and grouped
as per the interactions of the scheme proposed by Petersen et al. (2008).
Figure 2 – Systematic Literature review - Building a classification Scheme
Source: (PETERSEN et al., 2008)
2.3 Research question results
This section describes the extraction results and classification per research ques-
tion. The objective of this extraction with regard to the questions is to support this
research on developing the general and specific objectives in the selection of the more
relevant articles that propose ways or solutions for general research question placed.
2.3.1 RQ1 - Research Question 1
During the first classification stage it was used as facet - face recognition itself, as
a way of splitting the algorithms using the logic of implementations, similarities and that
are described in table 6.
Figure 3 shows a frequency map of the articles in the two facets: Research Type
proposed by Wieringa et al. (2006) and high level Classification (PETERSEN et al., 2008).
It also shows a concentration of articles in validation under controlled environments with a
small number of samples and direction also related to algorithms proposed for automotive
FR framework implementation.
In spite of verifying a low interaction between the two research constructs, at-
tributed to few articles in the area of automotive face recognition, are noticed however
four algorithms with a higher frequency: 2DFLD, Boost Cascade (Viola Jones), Eigenfaces
and SVM. These techniques will be investigated during the work so as to understand the
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Item FR Facet Description
1 Access FR framework implementation on automotive
2 Eye Detection FR Algorithm
3 Fisher / LDA / 2DFLD FR Algorithm
4 PCA / Eigenfaces FR Algorithm
5 Boost / Cascade Methods FR Algorithm
6 SVM (Support Vector Machines) FR Algorithm
7 Hybrid methods FR Algorithm
8 Infrared Illumination compensation strategy
9 Other FR Algorithm
Table 6 – Systematic Literature Review - Relevant terms by FR facet for question RQ1 -
Face Recognition applied on Automotive
evolution of the researches on these algorithms and will serve as a basis for the method-
ology and research proposal.
Besides the algorithms we also verified the illumination treatment using the in-
frared. Once again the discreet number of implementations suggests little interaction of
this construct and automotive. However, implementations in automotive area for the il-
lumination question suggest that the research proceeds in this direction.
As the articles are limited to validation researches or solutions proposals, this
work is stimulated by the innovation of the suggested methods, trying to construct an
Evaluation Research type.
The following questions try to locate FR algorithms implementations within some
standard (RQ2, RQ3), beyond the automotive FR implementation.
2.3.2 RQ2 - Research Question 2
In table 7 are the two facets explored during the protocol execution. Although the
question of research protocol aims at face recognition knowledge applied to access systems,
some articles returned illumination as a high level component. It was then decided to insert
a facet for illumination although question RQ2 does not define it in the initial scope, also
satisfying the selection criteria and adherent to the objective (OBJ3).
It is also confirmed algorithms used in automotive world are perfectly correlated
with FR algorithms used by non-automotive applications, extracted by question RQ2 and
RQ1. In addition, RQ2 reveals LBP and Gabor algorithms, which were not mentioned on
previous research question (RQ1).
In figure 4 we also notice papers with algorithms treated in a hybrid way; that is,
more than one algorithm being used for FR problem solution. As one deals with methods
that use more complex decision trees, it is believed that the result and error of each
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Figure 3 – Systematic Literature review - Frequency Bubble Plot for Research Question
RQ1 - Face Recognition applied on Automotive
Source: Author
Item FR Facet Illumination Facet
1 FR Survey Survey
2 Access Wavelet
3 Fisher / LDA / 2DFLD
4 PCA / Eigenfaces
5 Boost / Cascade Methods
6 SVM (Support Vector Machines)
7 Gabor
8 LBP
9 Hybrid methods
10 Other
Table 7 – Systematic Literature Review - Relevant terms by FR facet for question RQ2 -
Face recognition to Access control application
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Figure 4 – Systematic Literature review - Frequency Bubble Plot for Research Question
RQ2 - Face Recognition applied in Access control applications
Source: Author
algorithm added is smaller than each one separately. This process may be complex for the
integration on embedded systems and will not be a scope of this work.
Another important confirmation is the utilization of similar algorithms to those of
the automotive, mainly Eingenfaces, 2DFLD. Therefore the review about question RQ2
has brought an important result, confirming the main algorithms as an objective of this
study and suggests an investigation about Gabor and LBP.
2.3.3 RQ3 - Research Question 3
Research question RQ3 provides in depth review of the articles related to the il-
lumination questions. In the practice it is impossible to separate illumination from face
recognition, as it deals with utilization of the FR algorithms under unconstrained envi-
ronments, where the illumination is an important component to be studied.
Table 8 confirms the previous algorithms on FR facet as in RQ2 question. It is
important to analyze the evolution of the researches of each algorithm over the years to
support latter work execution.
Figure 5 brings an important information about FR algorithms under illumination
facet. It is once again noticed the utilization of algorithms such as those found in question
RQ1 and RQ2, and in addition: Gabor, LBP and Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT).
Table 8 shows the illumination facet classification, as well as figure 6 the results
of data extraction from the articles. Based on the graphic it is possible to verify that the
illumination treatment exerts a direct relationship on FR algorithms distribution. It is
then important to evaluate the influence of this treatment to converge and limit choice
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Item FR Facet Illumination Facet
1 Access / Spoof Survey
2 Fisher / LDA / 2DFLD Wavelet
3 PCA / Eigenfaces Quotient
4 Boost / Cascade Methods Retinex
5 LBP Infrared
6 Gabor Frequency Selection
7 DCT Other
8 Fourier
9 Hybrid methods
10 Other
11 Eye Detection
Table 8 – Systematic Literature Review - Relevant terms by FR facet and Illumination
facet for question - RQ3 Face recognition x illumination
Figure 5 – Systematic Literature review - Frequency Bubble Plot for Research Question
RQ3 - Face Recognition facet
Source: Author
perimeter of the algorithms that will be instantiated so as to produce satisfactory results.
This limitation may be supported by the of RQ1 and RQ2 research questions data.
Figure 7 shows researches evolution of each algorithm per year. It is concluded
that algorithms such as PCA exhibit a certain continuity utilization during these years,
as well as LBP. As not all algorithms have been represented, the year of 2012 was subject
to a higher variation, distorting the results a little, but not influencing the final outcome,
then validating what was expected from the researches.
The area under the Total curve on figure 7 shows FR research evolution in a
broader view, confirming as a very productive field along these years. We can also see
PCA/Eingefaces follows that, becoming a starting point to most of researchers, demon-
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Figure 6 – Systematic Literature review - Frequency Bubble Plot for Research Question
RQ3 - Illumination Facet
Source: Author
Figure 7 – Systematic Literature Review - Face recognition Algorithms research over the
years
Source: Author
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strating its importance no matter what achievements or hybrid methods were considered
on each paper. Beyond that considering all of others FR methods except PCA ("Total
-PCA" curve), we can also see same slope compared with Total curve, confirming the
necessity to evaluate those methods in this work.
The implementations in Illumination facet together with the FR algorithms form
what the articles named a hybrid approach and the result of RQ3 question strongly
guides the work, as it confirms some of the FR results chosen in questions RQ1 and
RQ2, suggesting a way for illumination implementation and normalization using infrared,
Quotient and Wavelets.
2.3.4 RQ4 - Research Question 4
Question RQ4 leads the study about Vehicle access system and vulnerabilities.
Table 9 refers to Attack facet and also the extraction and classification results. In such
case it was not applied the Research facet due to the small quantity of filtered articles.
Item Attack Facet frequency Description
1 Relay Attack 2 Attacks over the air on automotive
2 Access Attack 1 Access system invasion
3 Criptography 1 Algorithms and Hacking
Table 9 – Systematic Literature Review - Attack Facet on automotive - selection scheme
on research question RQ4 - Attacks against PASE on vehicle access
It was concluded that the theme attack in Passive system is little explored in the
automotive construct; however, the articles show sophisticated techniques on demand of
different spectrum, causing PASE system protection work to become complex due to the
variability of attacks origins.
As this work’s general objective is to evaluate FR algorithms performance and the
integration with the PASE system, the articles retrieved from RQ4 research question will
provide important information as to how to outline PASE system assuring integration
and avoid access attacks, cryptography and Relay Attacks.
2.4 SLR Conclusion
During the execution of Systematic Review protocol we have searched for FR
techniques convergence and what discussed in SLR introduction: embedded electronic
devices with limited implementation resources.
Research question RQ1 has brought the actual FR implementation state in au-
tomotive area. Despite the fact of low interaction of these two constructs, RQ1 revealed
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much more interest in driver assistance compared to vehicle access. However the following
research questions (RQ2 and RQ3) conclusions about FR methods and algorithms were in
line of what RQ1 revealed (Fisherfaces, 2DFLD, Viola Jones). This convergence driven by
the questions facilitate the FR methods selection. RQ1 also revealed a lack of automotive
FR evaluation research facet, reinforcing the contribution of this work.
RQ2 aimed to answer about FR evolution in a broader way, not considering auto-
motive. The importance of this question revealed several important FR and FD methods,
promoting two different aspects. The first one has already been discussed (RQ1 - FR
alignment), and secondly - the importance of algorithm selection to attend electronic em-
bedded systems. Once again RQ2 has confirmed PCA/Eigenfaces, FISHER, 2DFLD and
Viola Jones, in addition to Gabor jets.
RQ3 has pointed to what the literature showed as its first concern: Illumination.
Search string and PICO strategy aimed to combine FR algorithms and illumination meth-
ods, avoiding missing the objective. FR methods used to deal with illumination facet have
brought papers aligned with algorithms used on automotive (RQ1). Moreover some illu-
mination compensation works and the use of Infrared image capture under unconstrained
environments with poor or complete absence of light, brought the necessity to select Near
Infrared Cameras (OBJ4).
The results of each protocol stage have shown their relationship among SLR re-
search questions and work objectives. Defining also the algorithms perimeter to be evalu-
ated during Methodology chapter. In table 10 we can see a summary of what RQ1..RQ3
have brought by FR and Illumination methods.
Facet Algorithm
FR Fisher / 2DFLD
FR PCA / Eigenfaces
FR Boost / Cascade
FR LBP
Illumination Infrared
Illumination Wavelet
Illumination Quotient
Table 10 – Systematic Literature Review Conclusion - Algorithm selection table shows
conclusion of the main algorithms and important facets observed, also aligned
to the research constructs.
The perfect combination of FR algorithms and illumination methods is one of the
objectives of this work (OBJ2 and OBJ3). Combining table 10 and RQ1 we can isolate
two FR algorithms which must be instantiated: Fisher/2DFLD, Eigenfaces as stated by
Chen and Zhang (2010) and Viola-Jones (Boost/Cascade) for FD also confirmed on RQ2.
Illumination constraint and treatment proposed by the conclusion on RQ3 and also
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linking to prototype capability discussed latter in DSR artifact, converges to use Infrared
illumination in spite of Wavelets and Quotient, which will be addressed in future studies.
SLR has confirmed low false positives on ROC curves sufficient to stimulate the
evaluation on confidence level required for an automotive system. In addition the algo-
rithms pointed by the articles combined with the illumination techniques may offer a
different perspective, more coherent with the general research objective.
The last research question RQ4 addresses an important facet: vehicle attacks. Once
we are not using encrypted algorithms, relay attacks and invasion become more important.
We can image some treats using FR access authentication, similar to man-in-the-middle
(MITM). Cloned images can be projected in front of FR camera, hence FR algorithms
need to distinguish from real faces and any other object including artificial or cloned
images.
Invasion and memory dump are bit difficult once no wireless connection are avail-
able, unless other vehicle communication system may serve as back door to network access.
There is no limits to what hackers can find. However putting aside invasion by back doors
and concentrating the effort to understand FR algorithms limitations and their perfor-
mance against cloned images, seems more reasonable and effective. Therefore test cases
can be proposed to cover MITM (OBJ2) and also measure false positives (OBJ6).
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3 Related Work
For the problem placed in this research it is necessary that we correlate the two
multidisciplinary areas: Face Recognition and Passive vehicle Access system. In the sys-
tematic literature review we have searched for evidences of the integration of this system
as demonstrated by Chen and Zhang (2010).
In vehicle access system we will explore the concept, its components and the evolu-
tion of the security algorithms and the papers related to cybernetic attacks and proposed
evolutions as stated by SCHMITZ (2000).
A lot has been researched about face recognition. Various workgroups make an ef-
fort to solve problems related to FR in image capturing, normalization, features extraction
and comparison. Some survey researches – in an investigative manner – try to organize the
existing literature regarding the area (PATIL; DEORE, 2013; LI; JAIN, 2011; ZHANG;
ZHANG, 2010).
Reference protocols that serve as support for the study of algorithms and tech-
niques were established, allowing direct comparison between different algorithms in a
standard basis to present results (PHILLIPS et al., 2000).
The works related to face recognition have been divided into two parts, being the
first one more investigative about the methods and face recognition techniques, aiming
at answering which works would be more appropriated to the vehicle mission profile,
discarding however those that have a complex implementation in embedded systems and
low processing performance.
The second part envisages the investigation of the works that have already been
carried out using face recognition techniques more adapted to the general objective.
3.1 Passive Entry - Vehicle implementation
Vehicles have recently augmented with a sophisticated electronic system that in-
creases the convenience in utilization and security (OGUMA et al., 2011). The most
common denomination for this access system is PASE (Passive Entry), but it can vary
depending on vehicles manufacturers as, for example, RKE (Remote Keyless Entry). The
system operation and its components may be generically represented by two elements:
Remote key and immobilizing system. The detailing of each element can be seen in the
next sections.
1 Available on www.cypress.com
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Figure 8 – Related Work - Passive Entry System (PASE) Block Diagram
Source: Cypress1
The elements are shown the PASE block diagram. On the left, the user’s RKE. On the
right, the low frequency antenna set. The figure also shows the communication flow be-
tween modules on authentication phase.
3.1.1 Remonte Controle Key (RKE) and related questions
Figure 9 shows a Smart Key or Key "sneak proof" pocket (Key FOB) which is
equipped with low frequency antennas (LF) capable of transmitting information in two
directions (FULL Duplex). Inside of a Smart Key, a microcontroller capable of exchanging
encrypted information with vehicle via symmetric or asymmetric keys.
Figure 9 – RKE Cryptography - Transponder Hitag2 mount
Source: (VERDULT; GARCIA; BALASCH, 2012)
3.1.2 Remote Control Key (RKE) cryptography
The evolution of microcontrollers and their cryptographies is mandatory to keep
the security of the vehicle access system. Some protocols and cyphers have been developed
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specifically for this market, as the KeeLoq and its evolutions such as the NXP and Hitag
cypher which has quickly moved to Hitag2, composed of a 48bits symmetric key.
As stated by Wetzels (2014) "there are various types of message transmission
between Key FOB and vehicle, with various security levels".
∙ FixCode - RKE and vehicle exchange a fixed code during authentication.
∙ Rolling Code - RKE uses different codes in a sequence named Hopping, usually
encrypted and the seed is sent only once in the key to the vehicle marriage, during
the assembly line mounting.
∙ Challenge-Response - Quite used in passive systems where both communication
sides try to operate with asymmetric keys performing authentication(10).
We can then verify that systems with Challenge-Response cyphers will respond
to cybernetic attacks in a better way compared with other two. And then, establishes
the first comparison parameter for a hybrid solution; that is, PASE systems with face
recognition must, in a certain way, perform equal or be comparable to systems that use
encrypted algorithms in terms of security level.
Figure 10 – PASE - User authentication data flow between vehicle and RKE - Chalange
flow
Source:Francillon, Danev and Capkun (2011)
3.1.3 Attacks against RKE
System with Challenge-Response encryption follows an information flow (Chal-
lenge) in accordance to the scheme in figure 10. It is then possible to promote some
attacks to the authentication system, as the information occurs via Radio-frequency and
also imagine ways of retrieving the cypher and open the vehicle without the RKE presence.
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This vulnerability may be explored with some attack techniques such as the For-
ward prediction which is the utilization of observation of various RKE communication
cycles (Challenge) and recording possible responses. Of predicting the following Chal-
lenge via a Pseudo-random number Generator, he is successful in sending data to the
vehicle in the same way as the RKE (WETZELS, 2014).
There are also attacks to the function named Walk-away, which consists of doors
automatic closing after the user leaves the vehicle. This system operates in RKE response
signal strength, enabling to identify user’s walking away from his vehicle and performing
the automatic closing. The possible way of attack and quite less sophisticated, is related
to the Jamming attack which consists of generating radio-frequency signals with sufficient
power to shuffle the communication between the vehicle and RKE, eliminating the possi-
bility for the vehicle perform lock command. This way, as this deals with low cost devices,
it tends to be more used.
Another attack, also causing concerns in this type of system is called Two-thieves,
as shown in figure 11 and 12, which represents a remote communication between RKE and
vehicle with amplifying antennas. In such case it is not necessary to know the protocol or
cyphers. The objective of this technique is simply to repeat the RKE and vehicle signal at
large distances, relying on amplifiers and external antennas (ALRABADY; MAHMUD,
2003)
Figure 11 – Attacks against RKE - Exchange data flow between vehicle and RKE on
Two-thieves attack
Source:Alrabady and Mahmud (2003)
There are still some other attacks, exploring some of Hitag2 vulnerabilities and
not discussed in this work.
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Figure 12 – Attacks against RKE - Theft antenna positioning on Two-Thieves attack
Source:Alrabady and Mahmud (2003)
The works exposed by (ALRABADY; MAHMUD, 2003), (FRANCILLON; DANEV;
CAPKUN, 2011), (OGUMA et al., 2011), are not related only to attacks, but also with
the solution proposals for the problems related to the passive vehicle access system.
This leads us to another feature of this system: the resistance against attacks and
how would be the performance of a hybrid system under these conditions. It is obvious
that a face recognition access system will not have problems related to low frequency
antennas and attacks such as the ones exposed above, which, in a certain way, is a great
advantage for a biometric system. On the other hand, a face recognition system will have
other challenges to be considered, as the attempt of invasion and access to the vehicle is
an extrinsic inevitable factor.
3.2 Brief history of Face Recognition
3.2.1 Brief History of Face Recognition
Face recognition is one of the most relevant applications in image analysis. The
challenge however is to construct an automatized system with this capacity. The first
papers on face detection (FD) were developed by Kanade in 1973, with a correct identifi-
cation between 45-75% (MARQUES; GRANA, 2010), followed by a period of few studies
up to 1991 when Turk and Pentland in their pioneer paper on Eingenfaces (TURK; PENT-
LAND, 1991) based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA), demonstrates the image
representation in a linear dimension with the objective of reconstructing it without losing
the initial content and that compose the basis of the state of the art in FR and of indus-
trial applications. After 1990 the face recognition area received a great interest from the
scientific community and the development of various works such as Linear Discriminant
Analysis (LDA) and the Independent Discriminant Analysis (IDA).
It is disclosed in face recognition history the Fisherfaces, with the objective of
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achieving a high precision in FR and invariant to the light (BELHUMEUR; HESPANHA;
KRIEGMAN, 1997). And works such as two-dimensional Fisher Linear Discriminant
(2DFLD) Xiong, Swamy and Ahmad (2005), suggested as face recognition algorithm for
automotive world Chen and Zhang (2010).
Another leap forward, however: in 2001 the Adaptative boost (AdaBoost) with the
learning based on cascade classifiers for real-time face detection (VIOLA; JONES, 2001),
opened a new world of opportunities in embedded applications, due to its speed in faces
detection and the simplicity of implementation.
Due to the advantage of not being intrusive and being able to operate at a certain
distance, face recognition systems receive special attention. We can see this from some
examples of recent applications such as the one of face verification in the Beijing Olympic
games in 2008, with entry ticket carrier identification using FR at the National Stadium
- Bird’s Nest. Each ticket was associated with a unique identification number and via a
camera the carrier’s image was captured and compared to the image associated into the
identification number.
Figure 13 – Face recognition application on Olympic Games in Beijing at Bird’s Nest
Stadium
Source:(MARSICO; NAPPI, 2014)
Another application quite known are the Machine Readable Travel Documents
(MRTD), machines located in airports immigration lounges with the utilization of RFID’s
passports. The aim here is to identify image captured from passport’s holder during
immigration procedure against an enrollment photo registered on databases.
There are several other FR applications such as surveillance cameras, cellular
phone and games - manipulating images for identification and authentication using dif-
ferent security levels according to their mission profile. Therefore FR classification may
vary due the experience and purpose.
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About Classification
The question of face recognition can be placed in two ways: face verification (Au-
thentication) and Face Identification (recognition) (LI; JAIN, 2011).
Face verification or authentication involves the 1:1 paradigm comparison. Given a
face image, the objective is to compare against the standard in which the identification is
being requested, while the face identification or recognition involves the 1:N association
and the objective is to compare a certain face against multiple faces in a database and
return the association to the image presented.
These systems performance may vary considerably regarding illumination, pose,
expression, hair, make up, occlusions and movement. Therefore the user and behavior
exerts a great influence, placing the systems in two large groups: the Cooperative,
where the user needs the identification as a means of authentication as, for example,
access control systems. Then it presents itself to the face verification system in a more
appropriate manner (frontal, ope eyes, little expression). The other group would be Non-
cooperative where the user is not aware that he is being identified and therefore does
not present himself in a way so as to facilitate the operation of face algorithm (LI; JAIN,
2011).
3.3 Face Detection
3.3.1 Face Recognition Framework
The flow of a face recognition algorithm can be described canonically as in figure
14. There are various related papers involving each stage of the process.
Figure 14 – Face Recognition Framework
Source: Author
Face Detection (FD)
Some applications not necessarily need the execution of entirely process, as one
deals with images that in a certain way are normalized for comparisons with the database
of available standards. This would be the case of judicial and passport control applications.
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In case of a vehicle access system, face detection is mandatory, as the capture
environment is unconstrained, being subject to variation of pose, movement, occlusions.
What favors FD, in this case, is the evident user’s need to be authenticated; therefore a
cooperative system which largely reduces the contour conditions to be considered.
According to Yang, Kriegman and Ahuja (2002) "the detection systems may be
classified into four categories: Knowledge-based, Feature invariant, Template matching,
Appearance-based methods, the latter being quite explored by various algorithms and
techniques."
The Appearance-based is an statistical method and machine learning via relevant
features of the standard image, so as to differentiate what is face and what is not face in
a not yet seen image.
There are hundreds of face detection methods, but the one who has made FD
feasible in the real world was VIOLA-JONES (ZHANG; ZHANG, 2010). At the moment
it was presented, the algorithm compared to RowleyBalija-Kanade detector has been
15 times faster and 600 times faster compared with Schneiderman-Kanade detector, in
addition, a higher success rates (VIOLA; JONES, 2001). In accordance to Zhang and
Zhang (2010) "VIOLA-JONES is present in almost all embedded devices such as cellular
phones and cameras, due to the speed to process images in real-time and to the low
memory consumption".
As stated by Mayank and Mukhopadhyay (2012) in his work on movement pre-
diction, the framework proposed by VIOLA-JONES (Integral Image, Harr-like and Ad-
aboost) stills the best algorithm in terms of implementation complexity and strength,
therefore FD for automotive must follow Viola-Jones implementation.
AUC and ROC curves
According to (FAWCETT, 2006) "Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) graphs
are useful for organizing classifiers and visualizing their performance. ROC graphs are
commonly used in medical decision making, and in recent years have been used increas-
ingly in machine learning and data mining research". Once a constructed binary classifier
has been placed, it is possible to evaluate its performance by predicting an instances mem-
bership against a selected threshold. Once within a threshold, it is possible to identify
true and false positives comparing with a true class. The expected result called Confusion
matrix (figure 15).
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Figure 15 – ROC Curves - Confusion Matrix
Source: (FAWCETT, 2006)
Therefore ROC curve (see figure 16) is a graph representation of true positives
versus false positives rate and its slope gives us a classifier separation performance, as
well as to compare two different classifiers by reducing ROC performance to a value,
representing the area under the curve (AUC).
Figure 16 – ROC Curves and Area Under the Curve representation - comparing B classi-
fier and A classifier
Source: (FAWCETT, 2006)
Alignment
The face identification may have its performance dramatically increased by ex-
ecuting a normalization and alignment. In fact, Alignment has become an important
subprocess of face recognition and is occasionally ignored by FR algorithms with the
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premise that the detector will operate the alignment in a superficial manner, leading to a
low performance results (HUANG; JAIN; LEARNED-MILLER, 2007).
The method of image alignment (Image Funneling) in the study by Huang, Jain
and Learned-Miller (2007) compares the CONGEALING (LEARNED-MILLER, 2006),
BERG with Support Vector Machines (SVM) and ZHOU – designed for detection, face
location and pose estimation. The second, discarded by HUANG as the BERG method
ignores images with low alignment images. During the comparison work were used faces
detected with the VIOLA-JONES and served as entry for the algorithms.
Figure 17 – Alignment - Algorithm comparative table
Source: (HUANG; JAIN; LEARNED-MILLER, 2007)
In accordance with figure 17, the result of methods used and the area under curve
(AUC), suggests that CONGEALING is capable to perform better than ZHOU and also
VIOLA-JONES without alignment.
In an automotive application the alignment is therefore a parameter to be consid-
ered and validated as a requirement. It study supports the specific objective of this paper
with regard to response time and success rate. Therefore it is possible to compare VIOLA-
JONES without alignment and CONGEALING in the system prototype and check the
influence of alignment in the solution.
3.3.2 VIOLA-JONES Face detector framework
A machine learning approach for visual objects detection with three key contrib-
utors, designed by Viola and Jones (2001):
∙ “Integral Image” used by a detector to compute features quickly;
∙ "Haar Features" - a learning algorithm to select critical features within a subwindow;
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∙ "AdaBoost" algorithm and cascade classifiers method, increasing the detector per-
formance by focusing on interest regions of the image.
Haar Features
Haar features can represent some characteristic of a given face. They are repre-
sented by rectangular pattern features. The concept is very similar of Convolution Kernel,
used to detect the edges of a given image, sliding across the image a filter which imple-
ments a convolution operator. In figure 18 we can see some convolution matrix to provide
line detection on images.
Figure 18 – Face detection - line detection with images convolution
Source: aishacl2
Figure 19 shows kernel representation computed in two steps: fist converting the
image into a gray-scale representation and secondly applying convolution filter. Kernel
algorithm can increase computational calculation by reducing number of features to be
considered.
Figure 19 – Face detection - Convolution Kernel representation
Source: aforge.net3
Haar features are similar to convolution kernels which are used to detect the pres-
ence of a feature in a given image. Each feature results in a single value which is calculating
2 Available on http://www.aishack.in
3 Available on www.aforgenet.com
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by subtracting the sum of pixels under white rectangle from the sum of pixels under the
black rectangle.
Figure 20 shows the rectangles (Haar features) originally used by Viola-Jones de-
tector on the left, and applying on a given image on the right. Each feature let the detector
to understand a part of a face by given a threshold of average convolution matrix calcu-
lation. At each iteration it may increase the convolution area by a factor generating new
features to be calculated.
Figure 20 – Face detection - Haar features used by Viola-Jones Detector
Source: (VIOLA; JONES, 2001)
Viola-Jones algorithm uses a picture starting with 24x24 pixels scale, sliding across
images. As a result, considering all possible parameters, features computed can be over
180,000. Without a simplification method, turns it impossible to implement on embedded
controller. Viola-Jones detector uses a concept of Integral Image and Adaboost to deal
with that complexity.
Integral Image
In order to simplify the Haar-features calculation, once each algorithm iteration
must compute the average of white and black rectangle (see fig. 20), Viola-Jones detector
uses a Integral Image representation which contains summations over image subregion.
Therefore once the detector searches a scale area the average calculation can benefit of a
previous result computed by Integral image rapidly improving computational overhead.
Adaboost
Adaboost is a machine learning, also called weak learning algorithm, used to select
a small set of features and train the classification function. A very small number of features
can be combined to form a effective classifier. In its support, Adaboost selects the single
rectangle feature which best separates positive and negative examples (VIOLA; JONES,
2001).
4 Available on http://www.mathworks.com/help/vision/ref/integralimage.html
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Figure 21 – Face detection - Integral Image Representation. Every pixel is the summation
of the pixels above and to the left of it.
Source: Mathworks4
A weighted combination of all features, constructs a strong classifier. Given exam-
ples images: (𝑥1, 𝑦1), . . . , (𝑥𝑚, 𝑦𝑚);𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝒳 , 𝑦𝑖 ∈ {−1,+1}. Adaboost produces at end of 𝑇
iterations a strong classifier, where 𝛼 is weighted of each interested feature.
𝐻(𝑥) = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛
(︃
𝑇∑︁
𝑡=1
𝛼𝑡ℎ𝑡(𝑥)
)︃
Figure 22 – Face detection - Adaboost Algorithm weighted features iterations. Original
Haar-features compared with weighted features by Adaboost iterations
Source: (SOCHMAN; MATAS, 2005)
The Attentional Cascade
Features extraction and data manipulation in cooperation of attentional cascade
can eliminate quickly a non face on a given sub-window, reducing the computational
overhead on non-interest regions. As stated by Viola and Jones (2001) "The key insight
is that smaller, and therefore more efficient, boosted classifiers can be constructed which
reject many of the negative sub-windows while detecting almost all positive instances".
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Figure 23 – By constructing a cascade classifier we have allowed to discard more rapidly
false positives windows increasing the computational performance
Source: (VIOLA; JONES, 2001)
Cascade filter discards negative windows early to focus more computational time
on possible positive windows at each stage is used to determine whether a sub-window is
definitely a face.
Some variations of discrete Adaboost were proposed in related work, speeding-
up detection. It is easy to see that, weak classifiers of original paper is somewhat like a
binaryzation form. So many researches were posed to improve the learning machine as
Real Adaboost, Gentle Adaboost and Logitboost with cascade and nesting methods (ZHU;
CAI, 2012). In figure 24 we can see these improvements proposed, comparing the nesting
and cascade methods. Once the nesting reaches higher rates over ROC curves. Therefore
a Gentle Adaboost with nesting cascade structure performs better comparing with the
other related methods, we can assume that the way of implementing a FD framework
must consider the use of proposed evolution.
Figure 24 – Adaboost comparison Gentle, Real and discrete Adaboost with cascade and
nesting approach
Source: (ZHU; CAI, 2012)
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VIOLA-JONES Considerations
Summarizing what we found about Viola-Jones, after studying the framework
and taking into consideration Zhang and Zhang (2010) survey, which confirms the best
approach to deploy a FD algorithm into embedded systems, this work must consider the
first part of a FR process the use of such detector at every test-case discussed latter on
methodology section.
3.4 Face Recognition
3.4.1 Face Recognition Algorithms Investigation
This section searches for the understanding of face recognition reach via inves-
tigative researches (Survey), aiming at the classification understanding, face recognition
process flow and structuring of what is available as well as deepens into works that may
support the research problem solution.
The Second part of FR framework is composed by feature extraction and matching,
which belongs to Face Recognition stage. Once we have a face detected and normalized,
it is time to move forward and deal with more complex algorithms.
Features extraction using statistic algorithms
The features extraction is based on the same strategies of face detection, exploring
geometry or patterns. Figure 25 presents summary of methods for FR. It is denoted the
statistical investigation as an area of higher interest in face recognition methods, although
this summary must not be envisaged as a definitive reality about the area investigation, we
will explore statistical methods which converge also of what discussed in SLR conclusion:
PCA, Eigenfaces, Fisherfaces and 2DFLD.
PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS - PCA
Sirovich and Kirby were the first ones to use the Principal Components Analysis
(PCA) to represent face images. PCA is a technique of dimensions reduction based on the
extraction of a desired number of main vectorial components, given a multidimensional
element.
In figure 26, is the combination of two original dimensions and the 𝜑1 main com-
ponent that is the result of the maximum variance between two attributes; in this case𝑋1
and 𝑋2. The data projection in 𝜑1 may then reduce in one dimension.
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Figure 25 – Summary of Face Recognition methods
Source: (PATIL; DEORE, 2013)
Figure 26 – Vector representation 𝜑1 PCA with maximum variance chosen as Principal
Component and 𝜑2 the second component, orthogonal to 𝜑1
.
Source: (LI; JAIN, 2011)
PCA step-by-step
1) Compute the covariance matrix Σ, given by: 1
𝑛
𝑛∑︀
𝑖=1
(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥)(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦).
The maximum variance can then be expressed with an Eigenvector; that is a vector
that does not modify as related to its covariance matrix. And 𝜆 (Eigenvalue) the variance
along the Eigenvector.
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2) Computer Eigenvalue and the Eigenvector : eig(cov(data)).
3) Put Eigenvalues in order and trace the Scree plot, a per figure 27.
The Scree Plot figure shows the variance distribution of each Principal Component
(PCA) and serves to determine how many Eigenvectors shall be considered to represent
the highest variation percentage, generally between 90-95%. Also named K factor.
4) Compute the K factor and cast the data upon the Eigenvector. The results are
given in a smaller dimension.
Figure 27 – K factor scree plot: Variance contribution of each Eingenvector on data dis-
tribution
Source: Janda.org 5
EIGENFACES
Turk and Petland were the first ones to implement a method based on Eigenvectors
that could represent faces making use of a set of vectors in a subspace. We can represent
an image in coordinates of the subspace principal components according to figure 28.
As Eigenvectors have the same dimension of the images, they are named Eigenfaces. An
image is converted into Eigenface coordinates by:
𝑋 ≈ 𝑋 + 𝑎1𝑉1 + 𝑎2𝑉2 + ...+ 𝑎𝑘𝑉𝑘
EINGENFACES Algorithm execution
The methodology initially proposed by Turk and Petland and described below by
Agarwal and Furukawa (2010):
1) To set up an images database : Run the PCA and compute the subspace (Ein-
genfaces). Calculate the 𝐾 coefficient of each image.
2) Given a new image 𝑥 (unknown face), calculate the 𝑘 coefficients.
𝑥→ (𝑎1, 𝑎2, ...𝑎𝑘)
5 Available on http://www.janda.org/workshop/factor%20analysis/SPSS%20run/SPSS08.htm
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3) Determine if 𝑥 is a face? || 𝑥− (𝑥+ 𝑎1𝑥1 + 𝑎2𝑥2 + ...+ 𝑎𝑘𝑥𝑘) ||< threshold
4) Determine whose face is this? Compute nearest-neighbor in the subspace di-
mension (𝑘).
Figure 28 – Eigenfaces subspace representation and its reconstruction
Source:MIT Media Laboratory6
FISHERFACES - FLD
Supposing a substantial variation of illumination and expressions are present, an
important part of data variation on a face will be given by these elements. The PCA
techniques will essentially retrieve a subspace that contains the larger variation and con-
sequently similarities of a face will not necessarily be determined by the identity (LI;
JAIN, 2011).
Figure 29 – FISHERFACES - LDA dimensional reduction considering the data separation
due 𝜇’s
source: Compbio7
Belhummer (BELHUMEUR; HESPANHA; KRIEGMAN, 1997) proposed a solu-
tion to this problem using FLD Fisher’s Linear Discriminant which consists of Linear
Reduction (LDA) via separation of classes due to a certain feature according to figure 29.
The method consists of first reducing the dimension making use of PCA and
afterwards a second reduction by FLD. The experiments reported by Belhummer in face
6 Available on http://vismod.media.mit.edu/vismod/demos/facerec/index.html
7 Available on http://compbio.pbworks.com/w/page/16252904/Microarray%20Dimension%20Reduction%20Techniques
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images samples of figure 30, composed of subsets with light angle variations, have shown
a quite expressive result if compared to the traditional Eigenfaces (see figure 31).
Figure 30 – FISHERFACES - Image samples with angle and illumination variations
Source: (BELHUMEUR; HESPANHA; KRIEGMAN, 1997)
Figure 31 – Illumination algorithm effectiveness comparison FLD x Eingenfaces
Source: (BELHUMEUR; HESPANHA; KRIEGMAN, 1997)
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2D-FLD (2D Fisher’s Linear Discriminant)
Better described by Xiong, Swamy and Ahmad (2005) in observation of the algo-
rithms implementation for face recognition. The face captured images of around 112x92
pixels (a reasonably used size at that time) return a vector of 10.304 and a covariance
matrix of 10.304 x 10.304, obviously at a quite high computational cost.
Yang et al. (2004) demonstrated that a “bi-dimensional” PCA (2DPCA) could
be constructed based on the pattern image projection in a way that a 𝑚𝑥𝑛 image could
contain covariance matrix of the𝑚𝑥𝑚 and 𝑛𝑥𝑛 size, instead of the classic𝑚𝑛𝑥𝑛𝑚 format.
Afterwards the FLD process could be applied to smaller patterns, increasing the
speed and reducing the computational cost. The 2D-FLD result can be seen in table 11
with a significant reduction of the error rate; and in table 12 we can see the processing
response time.
According to Chen and Zhang (2010) "an automotive face recognition should be
a statistical method in Fisherfaces (LDA) and 2D-LDA". Therefore features extraction
techniques, aiming at converging in general research objective, must consider 2DFLD.
𝑝 2 3 4 5 6
PCA 18,42 11,57 8,13 5,68 4,78
PCA + FLD 21,41 14,14 10,58 9,02 7,03
2DFLD 13,41 8,34 6,54 4,60 3,70
Table 11 – 2DFLD Algorithm - Error rate comparison
Error rate comparison against PCA, PCA+FLD e 2DFLD. 𝑝 represents the dimensional
factor 𝐾
Source: (XIONG; SWAMY; AHMAD, 2005)
𝑝 2 3 4 5 6
PCA 57,49 77,42 106,42 74,34 66.34
PCA+FLD 34,43 67,68 90,44 140,31 164,43
2DFLD 3,91 4,40 4,78 5,87 6,26
Table 12 – 2DFLD Algorithm - Comparison of the average CPU time (s) for feature ex-
traction
Source: (XIONG; SWAMY; AHMAD, 2005)
3.4.2 EIGENFACES, FISCHERFACES, 2DFLD algorithms considerations
So far we can notice an evolution in features extraction statistic methods and a
confirmation of what was exposed by Chen and Zhang (2010) about the utilization of the
2DFLD extractor for embedded systems applications.
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Given the database size used by Belhumeur, Hespanha and Kriegman (1997) and
the processor available, we can state that the investigative work must consider 2DFLD
so as to respond to the specific objective about performance as related to response time
and also false positives rate.
3.5 Near Infrared Camera
3.5.1 Near InfraRed Camera (NIR)
Near-Infrared (NIR) was proposed to deal with illumination within unconstrained
environments. The advantage of using NIR relies on object reflection without visible light,
also penetrating glasses and it can serve as an active illumination source (ZOU; KITTLER;
MESSER, 2007). There are several NIR FR systems been proposed using active NIR light
to localize face areas in the images and then recognize faces (ZOU; KITTLER; MESSER,
2005). Further Li and Yi (2009) has developed a NIR FR system performing a complete
process.
To overcome illumination changes in FR, NIR uses a special purpose image device
to capture front-lighted NIR face images, normalizing the illumination direction (LI; JAIN,
2011). Such device can provide frontal illumination using LEDs in invisible spectrum
(850 - 940nm), and enough power to override environmental light providing a perfect face
capturing.
Figure 32 – Face detection - Adaboost performance comparison. Color capture images
(top) versus NIR images (bottom). Although the unfavorable illumination
NIR imaging system provides better results.
Source: (LI; YI, 2009)
Recently, Hong Kong Polytechnic University has established a NIR database (PolyU-
NIRFD), which is one of the largest database supporting researchers on infrared study.
The baseline algorithms used for comparison are Eigenfaces, Fisherfaces, local binary
pattern (LBP) and their Gabor filtering enhanced versions (ZHANG et al., 2010). Ex-
periments has achieved good results on ROC curves encompassing with what discussed
earlier on specific objectives OBJ3 and OBJ4 where illumination and cameras need to
respond to general objective.
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Furthermore, the present work based on specific objective OBJ4 can rely on such
technology. However to promote an accurate comparison of NIR face detection, high def
cameras will be used to establish a grounded reference of what NIR can offer along the
use under unconstrained environments.
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4 Methodology
4.1 Introduction
The research nature is applied and quantitative, as it aims at generating knowledge
for practical application, directed to the solution of specific problems. It involves local
troughs and interests (GIL, 2002).
The research method is based on Design Science Research (DSR) which is com-
posed by build and evaluate. Build refers to the construction of the artifacts for a specific
purpose, while evaluate is the verification of the artifacts performance as an aimed solution
(MARCH; SMITH, 1995).
According to Lacerda et al. (2013) "the research conduction must be based on a
feasible artifact"; an instantiation in the case of this work. Developing solutions based
on technology with rigorous design evaluation, demonstrated by means of well executed
evaluation methods, promoting clear and verifiable contributions and clear communication
both for the public guided to technology and for management.
One of the features that differentiate DSR from an action-research is the need
for the researcher to evaluate his artifact. In addition, he must prescribe and design
(LACERDA et al., 2013).
DSR is composed by three regulating cycles. The relevance cycle, that inserts
the business need, people, organizations and technology and provides the research re-
quirement. The rigor cycle, using the knowledge basis, methodologies and groundings as
support to the research. And the artifact design cycle, that evaluate and validates, re-
fines and adds to knowledge-base, at the same time that it provides research application
(HEVNER, 2007).
4.2 DSR conduction
In the conduction of Design Science Research method it was used the guideline
described by Alan et al. (2004) and it requires a “purposeful artifact”, problem relevance,
design evaluation, research contributions, research rigor design, design as search process
and communication of research. Moreover, the artifact includes constructs, models and
methods that will be applied in development phase and use of the Specialist System.
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4.2.1 Problem Relevance
Problem relevance was largely demonstrated in the introduction and motivation
of the present paper. In DSR conduction the consciousness stage is demonstrated by the
technological domain problem described in the general and specific objective OBJ1 - the
evaluation of PASE system using FR algorithms as an authentication device.
Our environment is unconstrained and aggressive and varies with illumination and
temperature factors. From the user’s perspective, the way of presenting himself is cooper-
ative. Also, the contour conditions that were excluded from the scope of the research, as
for example the utilization of the vehicle by third parties, non-cooperative presentation,
demonstrating the relevance of the research.
The artifact acceptance metric is true positive rate over ROC curve for the test
cases proposed within the artifact evaluation.
The interest in the artifact is to FR research contribution in vehicle access control
as to the concept validation and solution proposals (WIERINGA et al., 2006).
4.2.2 Research rigor
As stated by Phillips et al. (2000) "Two of the most critical requirements in support
of producing reliable FR systems are a large database of facial images and a testing
procedure to evaluate systems. The Face Recognition Technology (FERET) program has
addressed both issues through a FERET database of facial images and the establishment
of FERET tests."
Therefore the research rigor undergoes the identification of error rates established
by FERET program and accepted by FR researchers. Another important point with regard
to rigor are the variables controlled by the experiment: Environment, Camera type and
Alignment, which will be observed and measured during the execution phase.
4.2.3 Design as a search process
Design-science motivation is the identification of algorithms performance and its
integration with PASE. The Design-science process used in this paper envisages the vali-
dation of these algorithms; however, quite cautious in stating that the processes generated
here constitute part of a complete solution for authentication, once the contour conditions
listed in the introduction of this paper have not been implemented.
4.2.4 Design as an Artifact
Design artifact is an instantiation of FR algorithms listed as output results a way
out in SLR conclusion. It presupposes that for algorithms implementation the existence of
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a prototype capable of embedded Authentication algorithms in FR system and integrating
them to PASE system.
The second artifact is the instantiated Face Recognition framework and its inte-
gration between the FR and the PASE.
Artifact - HW Prototype Schematic
Figure 33 shows hardware implementation hypothesis to support artifact instan-
tiation, composed by PASE and FR modules and prototyped on the DSpace1 platform.
Figure 33 – Methodology - Artifact Hardware prototype schematic
Source: Author
System Architecture Description
Figure 34 shows the blocks diagram defined by OMG SYSML2 in MBSE and
although shown here in its complete form, this work limited itself to demonstrate the
Requirements, Block Definition and State machine diagrams, according to figures 35, 36.
4.2.5 Design Evaluation
From the analytic viewpoint, the artifact aims at studying the fitting of the general
technical system. In this case the vehicle build with PASE system, which is the basis
where FR system artifact is instantiated. The prototype shall necessarily evaluate the
computational cost of the implementation and will experimentally support the studies
previously selected in SLR.
1 Available http://www.dspace.com/en/pub/start.cfm
2 Available www.uml-syml.org/documetaion/sysml-tutorial-incose-2.2mo
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Figure 34 – Methodology - Artifact representation using SYSML diagrams
Source: Author
Figure 35 – Methodology - Artifact Requirements and Block Diagram definition
Source: Author
Figure 36 – Methodology - Artifact Behavior diagram
Source: Author
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From the controlled experiment aspect, the artifact will be evaluated in test cases
studies in an unconstrained environment according to table 13. The sample size will be
calculated by the Taguchi robust method, originally used to determine de sample sizes as
related to the number of factors.
Test Case Enviroment Camera Aligment
TC1 Sun High Def YES
TC2 Sun NIR YES
TC3 Dark High Def YES
TC4 Dark NIR YES
TC5 Sun High Def NO
TC6 Sun NIR NO
TC7 Dark High Def NO
TC8 Dark NIR NO
Table 13 – Methodology: Test cases. Artifact’s evaluation of experiments
4.2.6 Research Contribution
The clear contribution in this research are design-artifacts (FR Algorithms in-
stantiated) and their integration with the PASE. Moreover, the way how the constructs
and the prototyping are articulated will enable to test new hypotheses in future empiri-
cal works. Another interesting contribution is a formal evaluation of the design-artifacts
performance.
4.2.7 Research Communication
This work presents two types of artifacts: the FR algorithms (an instantiation) and
the FR framework and its integration. According to Markus, Majchrzak and Gasser (2002)
"Recognizing that existing system development methods and instantiations are aimed
at structured or semistructured activities, identify an opportunity to apply information
technology in a new and innovative way”. Therefore, the FR algorithms instantiated give
an example of proof-concept for the study and construction of a FR automotive system,
as the artifact is used in a formal manner with the applicable and to be repeated methods.
Furthermore, the instantiations can be evaluated taking into consideration the
efficacy and efficiency of the artifact and its impacts upon the environment and its users
(MARCH; SMITH, 1995).
Although this work presents a research to an audience familiar with FR systems
and vehicle network concepts such as encryption and access protocols, this research con-
tains important information for automotive managerial board, about risks and benefits
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of using integrated FR/PASE systems, motivating its application once designed as proof
by construction.
FR once integrated with high reliability, lead us to future works aiming to have
more robust algorithms, including contour measures and what left behind such as non
cooperative presentation, humor, crowd, make-up and glasses.
4.3 Objectives Summary
Objective Briefly description Covered by:
General Objective FR Performance evaluation
and security level
Prototype
OBJ1 Device mounting Prototype
OBJ2 Test-cases Taguchi
OBJ3 Illumination Influence Prototype, FR Algorithms
and NIR Camera
OBJ4 Cameras performance Test-cases
OBJ5 FR Algorithms response
time
Prototype, Test-cases
OBJ6 False positives rate FERET, FR Algorithms ar-
tifact, Prototype
Table 14 – Methodology: Objectives Summary and covering
4.4 Project Timing Plan
2015 MAR APR MAI JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT
Project Presen-
tation
x x
Artifact x
Test cases x x
Data analysis x
Research ques-
tion and results
evaluation
x x
Closure x
Table 15 – Projetct Timing Plan
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Appendix

1. Cameras 73
1 Cameras
Figure 37 represent selected NIR camera. On table 16 a short comparision of some
models available on market.
Figure 37 – NIR Camera specification - Ximea is compatible with most vision libraries
such as Matlab, OpenCV, Labview
Source: ximea3
Table 16 – NEAR Cameras table comparison
Model XIMEA MQ013RG-E2 Spiricon OPHIR
Spectral Response 1460-1600 nm 1440 - 1605
Resolution 1.3M 1280 𝑥 1024 768 𝑥 494 640 𝑥 480
Pixel Size 1/1.8" 6.45 𝑥 4.84 9.9 𝜇m 𝑥 9.9 𝜇m
Bits per pixel 8 , 10 -
Dynamic range 60dB - 30 db
Frame rates 60 fps - 30 fps
Temperature -10 to 55 -10 to 40
The final evaluation on cameras pointed to ximea MQ013RG-E2 which can perform
High def and also NIR at same time, up to 1.3M pixels and convenient packaging to door
mounting, with a reasonable cost at this development phase.
3 Available on http://www.ximea.com
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2 Vehicle Prototype
Figure 38 represents the actual prototype mounting status, in which FR algorithms
will be instantiated to perform the test-cases and measure results. The current status is
a perfect PASE integration with vehicle, and encrypted communication line, trough Con-
trolled Area Network (CAN), which enables FR artifacts integration. Cameras integration
is an ongoing task, as well as distance sensors and infrared LEDs.
Figure 38 – PASE prototype mounted using DSpace Autobox, in a vehicle prepared to
receive FR algorithms.
Source: Author
